
Latvian Automotive Company 

Prevents Insider Threat with 

Veriato 360

SIA Latakko is one of leading automotive companies in the Baltic 

States, maintaining vehicles in perfect condition for more than 20 years.

The company sells wholesale and retail tires, wheels, batteries and oils 

for cars, cargo trucks, agricultural transport, and industrial vehicles. 

Latakko, which employes 280 industry experts and professionals, also 

manages service centers for “Pirelli Key Point,” “Hankook Masters” and 

“Mr. Big,” the network for cargo trucks, agricultural transport, and other 

industrial vehicles.  
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THE CHALLENGE 

While Latakko trusts its employees, it’s still important 

for the company to monitor for insider threats – both 

malicious and inadvertent. In fact, studies show that 

85 percent of employees admit to taking company 

documents and information they had created, when 

they leave employment, and more than half of security 

professionals say insider threats have become more 

frequent.  

Latakko needed a solution to both help 

prevent insider threats and monitor 

employee activity. “With insider threats 

in the international news nearly every

day, we wanted to take whatever steps 

necessary to prevent these types of 

issues now rather than have to react to 

any problems after the fact, which can 

be extremely expensive,” said Rimants 

Karanausks, CSO, Latakko. 

After doing research on its own, and testing several 

options, the company contacted Data Security Solutions, 

an IT security specialist with international experience 

protecting its customers against cyber-criminals and 

disloyal employees. 

Preventing Inevitable Problems 
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DSS recommended Latakko use Veriato 360. The software tracks online and communications activity, and presents 

detailed, accurate and actionable data so organizations can investigate and respond immediately to any insider threat. 

Veriato 360 can also be used to monitor employee productivity. Veriato 360 is deployed on endpoints – including 

desktop computers and laptops, providing a system of record of all employee activity. Specifically, Veriato 360 enables:

• Video playback, showing the playback of screen activity exactly as it occurred.

• File and document tracking on local, removable and cloud storage, as well as print operations. 

• Tracking when files are created, edited, deleted or renamed.

• Keystroke logging, including “hidden” characters and combinations—ensuring visibility into 

 the activity of highly privileged users.

• Email recording, capturing communications activity in traditional email clients as well as many 

 popular webmail services, and a searchable system of record that can be alerted and reported on.

“Veriato was easier and faster to deploy than the other solutions we tried, and 

included a variety of features others didn’t – all at a responsible price we could work 

with,” Karanausks said.    

SOLUTION



Fortunately for Latakko, Veriato 360 hasn’t detected any suspicious employee behavior, but Karanausks is happy 

to have the software available just in case.
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“Veriato 360 is doing exactly what it says it does, providing us with visibility 

into the online and communication activity of our employees to help prevent 

any attacks from the inside,” he said. 

Results: No Problem Detected
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Veriato is an innovator in actionable User Behavior Analytics and the global 

leader in User Activity Monitoring. More than 36,000 companies, schools, and 

government entities worldwide have relied on Veriato solutions to gain insight 

into the user activity on their network, and enjoy the security and productivity 

increases that come with it. The Veriato mission is to provide world-class 

software and support that enables our customers to protect their most valuable 

assets, reduce their risk, and gain unparalleled visibility into their operations. 

Veriato’s award-winning solutions include Veriato Recon (behavioral analytics 

based insider threat detection), Veriato 360 (enterprise-grade User Activity 

Monitoring), Veriato Investigator (employee investigation tool), Veriato Log 

Manager (event and security log management) and Veriato Server Manager 

(server management solution).
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“We hope we never need to use what the software records, but we’d 

rather make the investment upfront now to help prevent the loss of 

our valuable intellectual property from any employees who might be 

tempted to share it or take it with them when they leave. This is a form 

of insurance that can be invaluable to any organization.”  

Call Us Request a Test Drive Start a FREE Trial

For mor information call us at 

Toll Free +1 888 598 2788

Take a TestDrive - 

No Installation Required

Veriato 360 Is a user activity monitoring 

solution that enables companies to log, 

retain, review and report on employee activity.


